
WEEK 4: LESSON PLAN
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JESUS & IDENTITY

Lesson 4: WORK TO DO

WHAT WE WANT STUDENTS TO LEARN: �eir identity as Christ-followers means they are Jesus’ answer to 
bringing the message of the Gospel to the hurting and the lost.

WHAT WE WANT STUDENTS TO DO WITH WHAT THEY’VE LEARNED: To commit to being more 
invested in being messengers of the Gospel to those who most need it.

Scripture Focus: Ma�hew 9:35-38

Supporting Scripture: Colossians 3:12  

OVERVIEW: Part of being a Christ-follower is realizing that we are God’s vehicle for sharing the Gospel message with the 
world. �e Church (which means you and your students) are Jesus’ Plan A, which, when you think about it, is an awesome 
responsibility. As a Christ-follower, part of your students’ identity is to share the Gospel in their actions and in their words. And 
yet, this is a great challenge for so many of our students. While there are many factors that contribute to this, there is one that 
seems to be most overlooked: compassion. Jesus didn’t share the message of the Kingdom or heal people out of obligation. He 
did so out of compassion. He was heartbroken at the people’s predicament. Part of our students’ identity as Christ-followers is 
developing the compassion of Christ, and acting on it to see people come to know Jesus. �is lesson will challenge them to do 
just that.

Teacher Prep Video
�e Jesus And Identity Teacher Prep Videos are short videos designed to help you grasp the main points of the lessons as you 
prepare to teach.

To access your “Jesus And Identity Lesson 4 Teacher Prep Video,” click on the URL below.
• h�ps://youthministry360.com/jesus-and-identity-teacher-prep

 
Bible Background

�e Bible Background is designed to help you provide some context for the Scripture you’ll be studying. �e Details give you 
background info for each book, �e Se�ing informs you what’s happening in and around the passage, and �e Main Point gives 
you an overview of how the passage will be used in the lesson.

•   What do we mean by “context”? In every ym360 Bible study lesson, you’ll notice we make a point to encourage you to provide the  
    context for the passages you study. By “context” we mean at the very least helping students know who wrote the book, when it was  
    wri�en, and why it was wri�en. 
•   What’s �e Big Deal? When we teach the Bible without giving context, students don’t get a “big picture” understanding of the story  
    of the Bible. But this view is vital to grasping the story of God’s plan of redemption for humankind. As you teach, use the Bible  
    Background to help summarize the context. 

The Details

•   Author: Ma�hew, a former tax collector, was a disciple of Jesus and a �rsthand witness to the stories he relates in his gospel. 
•   Time �ame: Most people hold to Ma�hew’s Gospel is wri�en in the late 50’s or 60’s AD, though there are some who think it was  
     wri�en a�er the destruction of the Temple in 70 AD. 
•   Purpose: Ma�hew was writing to a primarily Jewish audience to convince them that Jesus was indeed the long-awaited Messiah.  
     But he was probably aware of a Gentile audience, as his gospel makes the case that the saving truth of Christ is for all nations.

The Setting

At this point in Ma�hew’s Gospel, Jesus is in the early part of His earthly ministry. He is just a chapter or so removed from the Sermon 
on the Mount. And in the passages surrounding this passage, Ma�hew is showing us a mix of Jesus’ early miracles, teachings, and 
healings. In the midst of this, we get a personal glimpse of an observation Jesus shares with His disciples. 

The Main Point

�e main point in this lesson is to focus on two aspects of Jesus’ remarks to His disciples: the compassion He had for the lost, and His 
recognition of the Gospel as the solution to their predicament. �is lesson will help your students focus on compassion for the lost, as 
much as it focuses on the expectation to share their faith. Sharing their faith out of obligation leads to a dead-end. Our sinful nature 
will always keep us from following through. Sharing their faith out of a recognition of the fate that awaits those who are separated from 
Christ is a much more compelling motivator. �is lesson will challenge students to embrace this dual aspect of their identity. 

Lesson Plan

�e Lesson Plan contains three elements: An introductory activity called �e Lead In; the Bible study section called �e Main 
Event; an application-focused segment called �e Last Word.

The Lead-In

•   Goal: To help students begin to think about the idea of communicating e�ectively.
•   Set-Up: Paper, pens, and blindfolds. (One student in every group is going to be blindfolded for this activity.)

FIRST, have students divide themselves into groups of 3. Explain that once they have found their teams, each team must gather 
one piece of paper, a pen, and a blindfold. Ask the students to draw a large tic-tac-toe board on a piece of paper. �en explain that 
one member of their group is going to be playing tic-tac-toe wearing the blindfold, while another will not. �e good news is that 
the blindfolded player will have help. �e third member of each group will talk to them about what is happening on the board and 
where they should draw their X or O. �e only catch? �ey can only help by giving verbal directions. No touching! 

AFTER explaining the rules, ask students to decide within their groups who will be doing what. (If there is an odd group of four, 
allow that group to blindfold both players. �e two non-blindfolded students can each be directors.) Once students have picked 
the regular player, the blindfolded player, and the helper, they can begin playing!
�is activity does not take very long, so if your group has time, students may want to play again with di�erent people in di�erent 
roles. 

FINALLY, when students have �nished, ask a few of these questions: 

•   What was the most di�cult part of this activity?
  Answers will vary, but may sound like “giving clear instructions about where they could draw the X or O”

•   Why is it di�cult sometimes to explain what others are not able to see for themselves?
      Answers will vary

•   What do you think worked best for the directors?
      Answers will vary, but could include “patience, clarity, kind or direct language”

If there are no remaining questions or comments from your students, it is time to transition to �e Main Event. 

The Main Event

•   Goal: To help your students understand that their identity as Christ-followers means they are Jesus’ answer to bringing the  
      message of the Gospel to the hurting and the lost.
•   Set-Up: None needed.

FIRST, explain that this is the last lesson in the four-week look at identity. As you’ve done in the past few lessons, take some time 
to review what you’ve covered up to this point. Use the following bullet points as a guide:

•   Lesson 1: Jesus called us to be salt and light in the world, pointing people toward God.
•   Lesson 2: To be great in God’s eyes you must humbly serve others, pu�ing their needs above your own.
•   Lesson 3: To live a fruitful life on mission for God, we must stay connected to Him, like a branch connects to a vine.

Ask if this has been a meaningful study to students, and if they have learned anything new about their identity, or if they have been 
challenged to change the way they live their day-to-day lives.

THEN, explain that you’re going to start today’s look at what Jesus had to say about our identity by looking at the Gospel of 
Ma�hew. Instruct students to turn to Ma�hew 9. While students are looking, make sure you take a few moments to provide the 
context for the passage using the Bible Background. Pay close a�ention to the Se�ing. Summarize it for your students so that they 
grasp exactly when this passage of Scripture occurs in Jesus’ ministry.

NEXT, read or have a student read Ma�hew 9:35-38. �en, lead students in a short discussion. Ask something similar to the 
following:

•   In verse 35, we see a pre�y good picture of what Jesus’ mission on earth was all about. What do we see Jesus doing?
     Answer: teaching in the synagogues; preaching the good news of the Kingdom; healing every disease and sickness.

•   Put yourself in the place of Jesus’ original audience. What do these actions say about Jesus’ identity? Why?
     Answer: �ese things speak to Jesus’ identity as the Son of God. Why? Because no one but the Son of God  could do these  
      things. Jesus’ teachings and healings speak to His authority. 

•   Now, look at verse 36. Who does Jesus have compassion on?
     Answer: �e crowds.
•   Let’s think about this for a second: Why were there crowds always following Jesus?

 Answer: Help students see that there were a few reasons for the crowds that gathered around Jesus, some right and some  
      wrong. Some people believed in Jesus and came to Him for healing or teaching. Others were more interested in the spectacle,  
      almost coming at it from an entertainment perspective where they could see something they’d never seen. And still others, such  
      as the Pharisees, believed Jesus was an imposter, or were at least threatened by the true message of grace and humility He  
      preached.

•   So, when Jesus said that He had compassion on these people, it’s pre�y cool to think that He would have had  
     compassion on people who were both supportive of Him and His mission, and those who were against it.   
     What does this say to us today about whom we should show compassion to?

 Answer:  Not just those who are our friends, or who are like us. We should show compassion to all people, regardless of how  
     easy or hard it is.

•   Why did Ma�hew give as the reason for the compassion Jesus had on them? 
 Answer:  �ey were harassed and helpless, like sheep without a shepherd.

Explain to students that Jesus was probably speaking to the current state of religious leadership under whom the 
people lived. �e leading religious establishment, particularly the Pharisees and Sadducees, had turned the 
goodness of God’s Law into a burdensome, restrictive, cold set of rules to be followed. Jesus saw that in this 
environment, the people had been robbed of most of the joy of a relationship with God. Part of Jesus’ mission 
was to change this. 

THEN, make sure students are good with the discussion so far before driving home the key point of the passage. Instruct students 
to focus on verses 37 and 38. Ask them something similar to the following:

•   As we mentioned in the last lesson, Jesus spoke in terms His audience could understand. What word-picture  
     is Jesus using here, and what does it mean?

 Answer: Jesus is playing on the idea of harvesting a ripe crop. Jesus equates the crowds with the crop and the disciples with the    
     workers who would harvest the crop.

•   OK, let’s unpack this a li�le bit. We know that Jesus had been preaching the Gospel, the “good news” of the  
     Kingdom of God. Just to get on the same page, what do we mean by “the Gospel”? What is the good news  
     Jesus preached?

 Answer: �at Jesus was the Messiah, the promised Son of God, come to take away the sins of the world through His sacri�ce  
     on the cross.

•   �is is Jesus’ message and mission, the reason why He came to earth. Keep that in mind. Now we know Jesus  
     has identi�ed the misguided religious establishment as the source of people’s frustration. Knowing what we     
     know, what do you think Jesus wants His followers (the workers heading to the harvest) to go do to relieve the  
     people’s burden? What is the solution?

 Answer: Jesus wants His followers to share the message of the Gospel with the lost and needy in the world. 

•   Let’s drive this whole metaphor home. Harvesting a crop is the picture of gathering up the crop at the  
     moment it is perfectly ready to be gathered. How is sharing the Gospel with the lost like gathering up a ripe  
     crop?

 Answer: Because when people come to Christ through faith a�er hearing the Gospel, it is as if they are being gathered up into  
     God’s Kingdom. �rough the power of the Holy Spirit, those who hear the Gospel and believe have “ripened” to the point they  
     are ready to embrace salvation.
Make sure students understand the signi�cance of what they just read. Say something like this:

•   When Jesus saw the needs of the people, what did He do? He turned to His followers and identi�ed them as 
the solution. �e same task extends to us. We are Jesus’ Plan A for reaching the world. God wants all people to 
come to faith in Him. And the primary way He has chosen to accomplish this is through me and you and every 
other believer. We are to be Jesus’ messengers of compassion. We are to be messengers of the Gospel. 

FINALLY, explain to students that the call to spread the Gospel is a central aspect of their identity as Christ-followers. �is is 
probably not news to them. And yet, remind them that most Christ-followers don’t actively share their faith. While there are a lot of 
reasons, the main one might be because we don’t share Jesus’ compassion. Say:

•   If we could see other people like Jesus sees them, if we could get past our own sel�shness and the walls other 
people build around them, we might be more willing to share the Gospel. Sensing people’s great needs and 
knowing we have the ultimate solution is di�erent from sharing our faith out of obligation. 

Take a second and read Paul’s words to the Colossians from Colossians 3:1. Emphasize Paul’s command to clothe ourselves with 
compassion. Explain to students that compassionate love for the lost and the needy is the motivation for sharing the good news of 
the Gospel. �is was Jesus’ motivation. And it should be ours. 

Make sure students don’t have any questions, then transition into the Last Word. 

The Last Word

•   Goal: To help students commit to being more invested in being messengers of the Gospel to those who most need it.
•   Set-Up: You might want to provide some music to play in the background of your time of prayer.

FIRST, encourage students that this has been a great last few weeks of learning and growing together. Praise their participation 
and engagement. �en explain that this is the �nal time in the course of studying Jesus and identity that you will be challenging 
them to put what they’ve just learned to work on their lives.  

NEXT, inform students that you’re going to provide a time for them to get alone with God for a few moments and talk with 
Him about His expectation that they would be useful �eld workers in His harvest. Help them see that this is a good opportunity 
to grab some alone time with God where nothing is pulling on their a�ention. Explain that you’re going to give them a frame-
work to get them started. 

THEN, instruct students to think of one or two people in their lives who do not have a saving relationship with Jesus. Allow 
them a moment to visualize these people. Explain to them that when you tell them to, you want them to spread out around the 
space in which you’re meeting. �ey are to talk with God in prayer about this person, or people. But, explain that you want them 
to ask God something speci�c about this person. Say:

•   I want you to go to God in prayer for this person, speci�cally asking God that He would make you feel 
compassion for the needs of this person. Ask God to help you see the brokenness of this person, and to feel 
compassion for his or her separation from God. Close your prayer by asking God to give you the strength to 
follow through with talking to him or her about the di�erence Christ has made in your life. 

NEXT, allow students a few minutes to pray by themselves. If you have some music to play in the background, this isn’t a bad 
idea at all. A�er a few minutes, close the time of prayer by praying aloud for the students.
FINALLY, remind students that there are opportunities to be messengers of the Gospel all day long, all around them. Remind 
them that it’s not the opportunity that they need to pray for; it’s the strength to follow through once the opportunity arises. 
Encourage them to seek out God as the source of their strength. Challenge them to commit to using more of themselves to bring 
the message of Jesus’ good news to the world. 

•   Don’t forget to distribute devotions 10-12 to your students this week. If you’re printing them, have them available for students 
as you wrap up class. If you’re texting a link, posting them on social media, or some other means of electronic distribution, make 
sure you inform students of when they will be receiving them.
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WEEK 4: LESSON PLAN

Lesson 4: WORK TO DO

WHAT WE WANT STUDENTS TO LEARN: �eir identity as Christ-followers means they are Jesus’ answer to 
bringing the message of the Gospel to the hurting and the lost.

WHAT WE WANT STUDENTS TO DO WITH WHAT THEY’VE LEARNED: To commit to being more 
invested in being messengers of the Gospel to those who most need it.

Scripture Focus: Ma�hew 9:35-38

Supporting Scripture: Colossians 3:12  

OVERVIEW: Part of being a Christ-follower is realizing that we are God’s vehicle for sharing the Gospel message with the 
world. �e Church (which means you and your students) are Jesus’ Plan A, which, when you think about it, is an awesome 
responsibility. As a Christ-follower, part of your students’ identity is to share the Gospel in their actions and in their words. And 
yet, this is a great challenge for so many of our students. While there are many factors that contribute to this, there is one that 
seems to be most overlooked: compassion. Jesus didn’t share the message of the Kingdom or heal people out of obligation. He 
did so out of compassion. He was heartbroken at the people’s predicament. Part of our students’ identity as Christ-followers is 
developing the compassion of Christ, and acting on it to see people come to know Jesus. �is lesson will challenge them to do 
just that.
 

Teacher Prep Video
�e Jesus And Identity Teacher Prep Videos are short videos designed to help you grasp the main points of the lessons as you 
prepare to teach.

To access your “Jesus And Identity Lesson 4 Teacher Prep Video,” click on the URL below.
•   h�ps://youthministry360.com/jesus-and-identity-teacher-prep

 
Bible Background

�e Bible Background is designed to help you provide some context for the Scripture you’ll be studying. �e Details give you 
background info for each book, �e Se�ing informs you what’s happening in and around the passage, and �e Main Point gives 
you an overview of how the passage will be used in the lesson.

•   What do we mean by “context”? In every ym360 Bible study lesson, you’ll notice we make a point to encourage you to provide the  
    context for the passages you study. By “context” we mean at the very least helping students know who wrote the book, when it was  
    wri�en, and why it was wri�en. 
•   What’s �e Big Deal? When we teach the Bible without giving context, students don’t get a “big picture” understanding of the story  
    of the Bible. But this view is vital to grasping the story of God’s plan of redemption for humankind. As you teach, use the Bible  
    Background to help summarize the context. 

The Details

•   Author: Ma�hew, a former tax collector, was a disciple of Jesus and a �rsthand witness to the stories he relates in his gospel. 
•   Time �ame: Most people hold to Ma�hew’s Gospel is wri�en in the late 50’s or 60’s AD, though there are some who think it was  
     wri�en a�er the destruction of the Temple in 70 AD. 
•   Purpose: Ma�hew was writing to a primarily Jewish audience to convince them that Jesus was indeed the long-awaited Messiah.  
     But he was probably aware of a Gentile audience, as his gospel makes the case that the saving truth of Christ is for all nations.

The Setting

At this point in Ma�hew’s Gospel, Jesus is in the early part of His earthly ministry. He is just a chapter or so removed from the Sermon 
on the Mount. And in the passages surrounding this passage, Ma�hew is showing us a mix of Jesus’ early miracles, teachings, and 
healings. In the midst of this, we get a personal glimpse of an observation Jesus shares with His disciples. 

The Main Point

�e main point in this lesson is to focus on two aspects of Jesus’ remarks to His disciples: the compassion He had for the lost, and His 
recognition of the Gospel as the solution to their predicament. �is lesson will help your students focus on compassion for the lost, as 
much as it focuses on the expectation to share their faith. Sharing their faith out of obligation leads to a dead-end. Our sinful nature 
will always keep us from following through. Sharing their faith out of a recognition of the fate that awaits those who are separated from 
Christ is a much more compelling motivator. �is lesson will challenge students to embrace this dual aspect of their identity. 

 
Lesson Plan

�e Lesson Plan contains three elements: An introductory activity called �e Lead In; the Bible study section called �e Main 
Event; an application-focused segment called �e Last Word.

The Lead-In

•   Goal: To help students begin to think about the idea of communicating e�ectively.
•   Set-Up: Paper, pens, and blindfolds. (One student in every group is going to be blindfolded for this activity.)

FIRST, have students divide themselves into groups of 3. Explain that once they have found their teams, each team must gather 
one piece of paper, a pen, and a blindfold. Ask the students to draw a large tic-tac-toe board on a piece of paper. �en explain that 
one member of their group is going to be playing tic-tac-toe wearing the blindfold, while another will not. �e good news is that 
the blindfolded player will have help. �e third member of each group will talk to them about what is happening on the board and 
where they should draw their X or O. �e only catch? �ey can only help by giving verbal directions. No touching! 

AFTER explaining the rules, ask students to decide within their groups who will be doing what. (If there is an odd group of four, 
allow that group to blindfold both players. �e two non-blindfolded students can each be directors.) Once students have picked 
the regular player, the blindfolded player, and the helper, they can begin playing!
�is activity does not take very long, so if your group has time, students may want to play again with di�erent people in di�erent 
roles. 

FINALLY, when students have �nished, ask a few of these questions: 

•   What was the most di�cult part of this activity?
      Answers will vary, but may sound like “giving clear instructions about where they could draw the X or O”

•   Why is it di�cult sometimes to explain what others are not able to see for themselves?
      Answers will vary

•   What do you think worked best for the directors?
      Answers will vary, but could include “patience, clarity, kind or direct language”

If there are no remaining questions or comments from your students, it is time to transition to �e Main Event. 

The Main Event

•   Goal: To help your students understand that their identity as Christ-followers means they are Jesus’ answer to bringing the       
      message of the Gospel to the hurting and the lost.
•   Set-Up: None needed.

FIRST, explain that this is the last lesson in the four-week look at identity. As you’ve done in the past few lessons, take some time 
to review what you’ve covered up to this point. Use the following bullet points as a guide:

•   Lesson 1: Jesus called us to be salt and light in the world, pointing people toward God.
•   Lesson 2: To be great in God’s eyes you must humbly serve others, pu�ing their needs above your own.
•   Lesson 3: To live a fruitful life on mission for God, we must stay connected to Him, like a branch connects to a vine.

Ask if this has been a meaningful study to students, and if they have learned anything new about their identity, or if they have been 
challenged to change the way they live their day-to-day lives.

THEN, explain that you’re going to start today’s look at what Jesus had to say about our identity by looking at the Gospel of 
Ma�hew. Instruct students to turn to Ma�hew 9. While students are looking, make sure you take a few moments to provide the 
context for the passage using the Bible Background. Pay close a�ention to the Se�ing. Summarize it for your students so that they 
grasp exactly when this passage of Scripture occurs in Jesus’ ministry.

NEXT, read or have a student read Ma�hew 9:35-38. �en, lead students in a short discussion. Ask something similar to the 
following:

•   In verse 35, we see a pre�y good picture of what Jesus’ mission on earth was all about. What do we see Jesus doing?
     Answer: teaching in the synagogues; preaching the good news of the Kingdom; healing every disease and sickness.

•   Put yourself in the place of Jesus’ original audience. What do these actions say about Jesus’ identity? Why?
     Answer: �ese things speak to Jesus’ identity as the Son of God. Why? Because no one but the Son of God  could do these  
      things. Jesus’ teachings and healings speak to His authority. 

•   Now, look at verse 36. Who does Jesus have compassion on?
     Answer: �e crowds.
•   Let’s think about this for a second: Why were there crowds always following Jesus?
     Answer: Help students see that there were a few reasons for the crowds that gathered around Jesus, some right and some     
      wrong. Some people believed in Jesus and came to Him for healing or teaching. Others were more interested in the spectacle,  
      almost coming at it from an entertainment perspective where they could see something they’d never seen. And still others, such  
      as the Pharisees, believed Jesus was an imposter, or were at least threatened by the true message of grace and humility He          
      preached.

•   So, when Jesus said that He had compassion on these people, it’s pre�y cool to think that He would have had  
     compassion on people who were both supportive of Him and His mission, and those who were against it.        
     What does this say to us today about whom we should show compassion to?
     Answer:  Not just those who are our friends, or who are like us. We should show compassion to all people, regardless of how  
     easy or hard it is.

•   Why did Ma�hew give as the reason for the compassion Jesus had on them? 
     Answer:  �ey were harassed and helpless, like sheep without a shepherd.

Explain to students that Jesus was probably speaking to the current state of religious leadership under whom the 
people lived. �e leading religious establishment, particularly the Pharisees and Sadducees, had turned the 
goodness of God’s Law into a burdensome, restrictive, cold set of rules to be followed. Jesus saw that in this 
environment, the people had been robbed of most of the joy of a relationship with God. Part of Jesus’ mission 
was to change this. 

THEN, make sure students are good with the discussion so far before driving home the key point of the passage. Instruct students 
to focus on verses 37 and 38. Ask them something similar to the following:

•   As we mentioned in the last lesson, Jesus spoke in terms His audience could understand. What word-picture  
     is Jesus using here, and what does it mean?

     Answer: Jesus is playing on the idea of harvesting a ripe crop. Jesus equates the crowds with the crop and the disciples with the    
     workers who would harvest the crop.

•   OK, let’s unpack this a li�le bit. We know that Jesus had been preaching the Gospel, the “good news” of the  
     Kingdom of God. Just to get on the same page, what do we mean by “the Gospel”? What is the good news   
     Jesus preached?
     Answer: �at Jesus was the Messiah, the promised Son of God, come to take away the sins of the world through His sacri�ce  
     on the cross.

•   �is is Jesus’ message and mission, the reason why He came to earth. Keep that in mind. Now we know Jesus  
     has identi�ed the misguided religious establishment as the source of people’s frustration. Knowing what we     
     know, what do you think Jesus wants His followers (the workers heading to the harvest) to go do to relieve the  
     people’s burden? What is the solution?
     Answer: Jesus wants His followers to share the message of the Gospel with the lost and needy in the world. 

•   Let’s drive this whole metaphor home. Harvesting a crop is the picture of gathering up the crop at the     
     moment it is perfectly ready to be gathered. How is sharing the Gospel with the lost like gathering up a ripe  
     crop?
     Answer: Because when people come to Christ through faith a�er hearing the Gospel, it is as if they are being gathered up into  
     God’s Kingdom. �rough the power of the Holy Spirit, those who hear the Gospel and believe have “ripened” to the point they  
     are ready to embrace salvation.
Make sure students understand the signi�cance of what they just read. Say something like this:

•   When Jesus saw the needs of the people, what did He do? He turned to His followers and identi�ed them as 
the solution. �e same task extends to us. We are Jesus’ Plan A for reaching the world. God wants all people to 
come to faith in Him. And the primary way He has chosen to accomplish this is through me and you and every 
other believer. We are to be Jesus’ messengers of compassion. We are to be messengers of the Gospel. 

FINALLY, explain to students that the call to spread the Gospel is a central aspect of their identity as Christ-followers. �is is 
probably not news to them. And yet, remind them that most Christ-followers don’t actively share their faith. While there are a lot of 
reasons, the main one might be because we don’t share Jesus’ compassion. Say:

•   If we could see other people like Jesus sees them, if we could get past our own sel�shness and the walls other 
people build around them, we might be more willing to share the Gospel. Sensing people’s great needs and 
knowing we have the ultimate solution is di�erent from sharing our faith out of obligation. 

Take a second and read Paul’s words to the Colossians from Colossians 3:1. Emphasize Paul’s command to clothe ourselves with 
compassion. Explain to students that compassionate love for the lost and the needy is the motivation for sharing the good news of 
the Gospel. �is was Jesus’ motivation. And it should be ours. 

Make sure students don’t have any questions, then transition into the Last Word. 

The Last Word

•   Goal: To help students commit to being more invested in being messengers of the Gospel to those who most need it.
•   Set-Up: You might want to provide some music to play in the background of your time of prayer.

FIRST, encourage students that this has been a great last few weeks of learning and growing together. Praise their participation 
and engagement. �en explain that this is the �nal time in the course of studying Jesus and identity that you will be challenging 
them to put what they’ve just learned to work on their lives.  

NEXT, inform students that you’re going to provide a time for them to get alone with God for a few moments and talk with 
Him about His expectation that they would be useful �eld workers in His harvest. Help them see that this is a good opportunity 
to grab some alone time with God where nothing is pulling on their a�ention. Explain that you’re going to give them a frame-
work to get them started. 

THEN, instruct students to think of one or two people in their lives who do not have a saving relationship with Jesus. Allow 
them a moment to visualize these people. Explain to them that when you tell them to, you want them to spread out around the 
space in which you’re meeting. �ey are to talk with God in prayer about this person, or people. But, explain that you want them 
to ask God something speci�c about this person. Say:

•   I want you to go to God in prayer for this person, speci�cally asking God that He would make you feel 
compassion for the needs of this person. Ask God to help you see the brokenness of this person, and to feel 
compassion for his or her separation from God. Close your prayer by asking God to give you the strength to 
follow through with talking to him or her about the di�erence Christ has made in your life. 

NEXT, allow students a few minutes to pray by themselves. If you have some music to play in the background, this isn’t a bad 
idea at all. A�er a few minutes, close the time of prayer by praying aloud for the students.
FINALLY, remind students that there are opportunities to be messengers of the Gospel all day long, all around them. Remind 
them that it’s not the opportunity that they need to pray for; it’s the strength to follow through once the opportunity arises. 
Encourage them to seek out God as the source of their strength. Challenge them to commit to using more of themselves to bring 
the message of Jesus’ good news to the world. 

•   Don’t forget to distribute devotions 10-12 to your students this week. If you’re printing them, have them available for students 
as you wrap up class. If you’re texting a link, posting them on social media, or some other means of electronic distribution, make 
sure you inform students of when they will be receiving them.



WEEK 4: LESSON PLAN

Lesson 4: WORK TO DO

WHAT WE WANT STUDENTS TO LEARN: �eir identity as Christ-followers means they are Jesus’ answer to 
bringing the message of the Gospel to the hurting and the lost.

WHAT WE WANT STUDENTS TO DO WITH WHAT THEY’VE LEARNED: To commit to being more 
invested in being messengers of the Gospel to those who most need it.

Scripture Focus: Ma�hew 9:35-38

Supporting Scripture: Colossians 3:12  

OVERVIEW: Part of being a Christ-follower is realizing that we are God’s vehicle for sharing the Gospel message with the 
world. �e Church (which means you and your students) are Jesus’ Plan A, which, when you think about it, is an awesome 
responsibility. As a Christ-follower, part of your students’ identity is to share the Gospel in their actions and in their words. And 
yet, this is a great challenge for so many of our students. While there are many factors that contribute to this, there is one that 
seems to be most overlooked: compassion. Jesus didn’t share the message of the Kingdom or heal people out of obligation. He 
did so out of compassion. He was heartbroken at the people’s predicament. Part of our students’ identity as Christ-followers is 
developing the compassion of Christ, and acting on it to see people come to know Jesus. �is lesson will challenge them to do 
just that.
 

Teacher Prep Video
�e Jesus And Identity Teacher Prep Videos are short videos designed to help you grasp the main points of the lessons as you 
prepare to teach.

To access your “Jesus And Identity Lesson 4 Teacher Prep Video,” click on the URL below.
•   h�ps://youthministry360.com/jesus-and-identity-teacher-prep

 
Bible Background

�e Bible Background is designed to help you provide some context for the Scripture you’ll be studying. �e Details give you 
background info for each book, �e Se�ing informs you what’s happening in and around the passage, and �e Main Point gives 
you an overview of how the passage will be used in the lesson.

•   What do we mean by “context”? In every ym360 Bible study lesson, you’ll notice we make a point to encourage you to provide the  
    context for the passages you study. By “context” we mean at the very least helping students know who wrote the book, when it was  
    wri�en, and why it was wri�en. 
•   What’s �e Big Deal? When we teach the Bible without giving context, students don’t get a “big picture” understanding of the story  
    of the Bible. But this view is vital to grasping the story of God’s plan of redemption for humankind. As you teach, use the Bible  
    Background to help summarize the context. 

The Details

•   Author: Ma�hew, a former tax collector, was a disciple of Jesus and a �rsthand witness to the stories he relates in his gospel. 
•   Time �ame: Most people hold to Ma�hew’s Gospel is wri�en in the late 50’s or 60’s AD, though there are some who think it was  
     wri�en a�er the destruction of the Temple in 70 AD. 
•   Purpose: Ma�hew was writing to a primarily Jewish audience to convince them that Jesus was indeed the long-awaited Messiah.  
     But he was probably aware of a Gentile audience, as his gospel makes the case that the saving truth of Christ is for all nations.

The Setting

At this point in Ma�hew’s Gospel, Jesus is in the early part of His earthly ministry. He is just a chapter or so removed from the Sermon 
on the Mount. And in the passages surrounding this passage, Ma�hew is showing us a mix of Jesus’ early miracles, teachings, and 
healings. In the midst of this, we get a personal glimpse of an observation Jesus shares with His disciples. 

The Main Point

�e main point in this lesson is to focus on two aspects of Jesus’ remarks to His disciples: the compassion He had for the lost, and His 
recognition of the Gospel as the solution to their predicament. �is lesson will help your students focus on compassion for the lost, as 
much as it focuses on the expectation to share their faith. Sharing their faith out of obligation leads to a dead-end. Our sinful nature 
will always keep us from following through. Sharing their faith out of a recognition of the fate that awaits those who are separated from 
Christ is a much more compelling motivator. �is lesson will challenge students to embrace this dual aspect of their identity. 

 
Lesson Plan

�e Lesson Plan contains three elements: An introductory activity called �e Lead In; the Bible study section called �e Main 
Event; an application-focused segment called �e Last Word.

The Lead-In

•   Goal: To help students begin to think about the idea of communicating e�ectively.
•   Set-Up: Paper, pens, and blindfolds. (One student in every group is going to be blindfolded for this activity.)

FIRST, have students divide themselves into groups of 3. Explain that once they have found their teams, each team must gather 
one piece of paper, a pen, and a blindfold. Ask the students to draw a large tic-tac-toe board on a piece of paper. �en explain that 
one member of their group is going to be playing tic-tac-toe wearing the blindfold, while another will not. �e good news is that 
the blindfolded player will have help. �e third member of each group will talk to them about what is happening on the board and 
where they should draw their X or O. �e only catch? �ey can only help by giving verbal directions. No touching! 

AFTER explaining the rules, ask students to decide within their groups who will be doing what. (If there is an odd group of four, 
allow that group to blindfold both players. �e two non-blindfolded students can each be directors.) Once students have picked 
the regular player, the blindfolded player, and the helper, they can begin playing!
�is activity does not take very long, so if your group has time, students may want to play again with di�erent people in di�erent 
roles. 

FINALLY, when students have �nished, ask a few of these questions: 

•   What was the most di�cult part of this activity?
      Answers will vary, but may sound like “giving clear instructions about where they could draw the X or O”

•   Why is it di�cult sometimes to explain what others are not able to see for themselves?
      Answers will vary

•   What do you think worked best for the directors?
      Answers will vary, but could include “patience, clarity, kind or direct language”

If there are no remaining questions or comments from your students, it is time to transition to �e Main Event. 

The Main Event

•   Goal: To help your students understand that their identity as Christ-followers means they are Jesus’ answer to bringing the       
      message of the Gospel to the hurting and the lost.
•   Set-Up: None needed.

FIRST, explain that this is the last lesson in the four-week look at identity. As you’ve done in the past few lessons, take some time 
to review what you’ve covered up to this point. Use the following bullet points as a guide:

•   Lesson 1: Jesus called us to be salt and light in the world, pointing people toward God.
•   Lesson 2: To be great in God’s eyes you must humbly serve others, pu�ing their needs above your own.
•   Lesson 3: To live a fruitful life on mission for God, we must stay connected to Him, like a branch connects to a vine.

Ask if this has been a meaningful study to students, and if they have learned anything new about their identity, or if they have been 
challenged to change the way they live their day-to-day lives.

THEN, explain that you’re going to start today’s look at what Jesus had to say about our identity by looking at the Gospel of 
Ma�hew. Instruct students to turn to Ma�hew 9. While students are looking, make sure you take a few moments to provide the 
context for the passage using the Bible Background. Pay close a�ention to the Se�ing. Summarize it for your students so that they 
grasp exactly when this passage of Scripture occurs in Jesus’ ministry.

NEXT, read or have a student read Ma�hew 9:35-38. �en, lead students in a short discussion. Ask something similar to the 
following:

•   In verse 35, we see a pre�y good picture of what Jesus’ mission on earth was all about. What do we see Jesus doing?
     Answer: teaching in the synagogues; preaching the good news of the Kingdom; healing every disease and sickness.

•   Put yourself in the place of Jesus’ original audience. What do these actions say about Jesus’ identity? Why?
     Answer: �ese things speak to Jesus’ identity as the Son of God. Why? Because no one but the Son of God  could do these  
      things. Jesus’ teachings and healings speak to His authority. 

•   Now, look at verse 36. Who does Jesus have compassion on?
     Answer: �e crowds.
•   Let’s think about this for a second: Why were there crowds always following Jesus?
     Answer: Help students see that there were a few reasons for the crowds that gathered around Jesus, some right and some     
      wrong. Some people believed in Jesus and came to Him for healing or teaching. Others were more interested in the spectacle,  
      almost coming at it from an entertainment perspective where they could see something they’d never seen. And still others, such  
      as the Pharisees, believed Jesus was an imposter, or were at least threatened by the true message of grace and humility He          
      preached.

•   So, when Jesus said that He had compassion on these people, it’s pre�y cool to think that He would have had  
     compassion on people who were both supportive of Him and His mission, and those who were against it.        
     What does this say to us today about whom we should show compassion to?
     Answer:  Not just those who are our friends, or who are like us. We should show compassion to all people, regardless of how  
     easy or hard it is.

•   Why did Ma�hew give as the reason for the compassion Jesus had on them? 
     Answer:  �ey were harassed and helpless, like sheep without a shepherd.

Explain to students that Jesus was probably speaking to the current state of religious leadership under whom the 
people lived. �e leading religious establishment, particularly the Pharisees and Sadducees, had turned the 
goodness of God’s Law into a burdensome, restrictive, cold set of rules to be followed. Jesus saw that in this 
environment, the people had been robbed of most of the joy of a relationship with God. Part of Jesus’ mission 
was to change this. 

THEN, make sure students are good with the discussion so far before driving home the key point of the passage. Instruct students 
to focus on verses 37 and 38. Ask them something similar to the following:

•   As we mentioned in the last lesson, Jesus spoke in terms His audience could understand. What word-picture  
     is Jesus using here, and what does it mean?

     Answer: Jesus is playing on the idea of harvesting a ripe crop. Jesus equates the crowds with the crop and the disciples with the    
     workers who would harvest the crop.

•   OK, let’s unpack this a li�le bit. We know that Jesus had been preaching the Gospel, the “good news” of the  
     Kingdom of God. Just to get on the same page, what do we mean by “the Gospel”? What is the good news   
     Jesus preached?
     Answer: �at Jesus was the Messiah, the promised Son of God, come to take away the sins of the world through His sacri�ce  
     on the cross.

•   �is is Jesus’ message and mission, the reason why He came to earth. Keep that in mind. Now we know Jesus  
     has identi�ed the misguided religious establishment as the source of people’s frustration. Knowing what we     
     know, what do you think Jesus wants His followers (the workers heading to the harvest) to go do to relieve the  
     people’s burden? What is the solution?
     Answer: Jesus wants His followers to share the message of the Gospel with the lost and needy in the world. 

•   Let’s drive this whole metaphor home. Harvesting a crop is the picture of gathering up the crop at the     
     moment it is perfectly ready to be gathered. How is sharing the Gospel with the lost like gathering up a ripe  
     crop?
     Answer: Because when people come to Christ through faith a�er hearing the Gospel, it is as if they are being gathered up into  
     God’s Kingdom. �rough the power of the Holy Spirit, those who hear the Gospel and believe have “ripened” to the point they  
     are ready to embrace salvation.
Make sure students understand the signi�cance of what they just read. Say something like this:

•   When Jesus saw the needs of the people, what did He do? He turned to His followers and identi�ed them as 
the solution. �e same task extends to us. We are Jesus’ Plan A for reaching the world. God wants all people to 
come to faith in Him. And the primary way He has chosen to accomplish this is through me and you and every 
other believer. We are to be Jesus’ messengers of compassion. We are to be messengers of the Gospel. 

FINALLY, explain to students that the call to spread the Gospel is a central aspect of their identity as Christ-followers. �is is 
probably not news to them. And yet, remind them that most Christ-followers don’t actively share their faith. While there are a lot of 
reasons, the main one might be because we don’t share Jesus’ compassion. Say:

•   If we could see other people like Jesus sees them, if we could get past our own sel�shness and the walls other 
people build around them, we might be more willing to share the Gospel. Sensing people’s great needs and 
knowing we have the ultimate solution is di�erent from sharing our faith out of obligation. 

Take a second and read Paul’s words to the Colossians from Colossians 3:1. Emphasize Paul’s command to clothe ourselves with 
compassion. Explain to students that compassionate love for the lost and the needy is the motivation for sharing the good news of 
the Gospel. �is was Jesus’ motivation. And it should be ours. 

Make sure students don’t have any questions, then transition into the Last Word. 

The Last Word

•   Goal: To help students commit to being more invested in being messengers of the Gospel to those who most need it.
•   Set-Up: You might want to provide some music to play in the background of your time of prayer.

FIRST, encourage students that this has been a great last few weeks of learning and growing together. Praise their participation 
and engagement. �en explain that this is the �nal time in the course of studying Jesus and identity that you will be challenging 
them to put what they’ve just learned to work on their lives.  

NEXT, inform students that you’re going to provide a time for them to get alone with God for a few moments and talk with 
Him about His expectation that they would be useful �eld workers in His harvest. Help them see that this is a good opportunity 
to grab some alone time with God where nothing is pulling on their a�ention. Explain that you’re going to give them a frame-
work to get them started. 

THEN, instruct students to think of one or two people in their lives who do not have a saving relationship with Jesus. Allow 
them a moment to visualize these people. Explain to them that when you tell them to, you want them to spread out around the 
space in which you’re meeting. �ey are to talk with God in prayer about this person, or people. But, explain that you want them 
to ask God something speci�c about this person. Say:

•   I want you to go to God in prayer for this person, speci�cally asking God that He would make you feel 
compassion for the needs of this person. Ask God to help you see the brokenness of this person, and to feel 
compassion for his or her separation from God. Close your prayer by asking God to give you the strength to 
follow through with talking to him or her about the di�erence Christ has made in your life. 

NEXT, allow students a few minutes to pray by themselves. If you have some music to play in the background, this isn’t a bad 
idea at all. A�er a few minutes, close the time of prayer by praying aloud for the students.
FINALLY, remind students that there are opportunities to be messengers of the Gospel all day long, all around them. Remind 
them that it’s not the opportunity that they need to pray for; it’s the strength to follow through once the opportunity arises. 
Encourage them to seek out God as the source of their strength. Challenge them to commit to using more of themselves to bring 
the message of Jesus’ good news to the world. 

•   Don’t forget to distribute devotions 10-12 to your students this week. If you’re printing them, have them available for students 
as you wrap up class. If you’re texting a link, posting them on social media, or some other means of electronic distribution, make 
sure you inform students of when they will be receiving them.



WEEK 4: LESSON PLAN

Lesson 4: WORK TO DO

WHAT WE WANT STUDENTS TO LEARN: �eir identity as Christ-followers means they are Jesus’ answer to 
bringing the message of the Gospel to the hurting and the lost.

WHAT WE WANT STUDENTS TO DO WITH WHAT THEY’VE LEARNED: To commit to being more 
invested in being messengers of the Gospel to those who most need it.

Scripture Focus: Ma�hew 9:35-38

Supporting Scripture: Colossians 3:12  

OVERVIEW: Part of being a Christ-follower is realizing that we are God’s vehicle for sharing the Gospel message with the 
world. �e Church (which means you and your students) are Jesus’ Plan A, which, when you think about it, is an awesome 
responsibility. As a Christ-follower, part of your students’ identity is to share the Gospel in their actions and in their words. And 
yet, this is a great challenge for so many of our students. While there are many factors that contribute to this, there is one that 
seems to be most overlooked: compassion. Jesus didn’t share the message of the Kingdom or heal people out of obligation. He 
did so out of compassion. He was heartbroken at the people’s predicament. Part of our students’ identity as Christ-followers is 
developing the compassion of Christ, and acting on it to see people come to know Jesus. �is lesson will challenge them to do 
just that.
 

Teacher Prep Video
�e Jesus And Identity Teacher Prep Videos are short videos designed to help you grasp the main points of the lessons as you 
prepare to teach.

To access your “Jesus And Identity Lesson 4 Teacher Prep Video,” click on the URL below.
•   h�ps://youthministry360.com/jesus-and-identity-teacher-prep

 
Bible Background

�e Bible Background is designed to help you provide some context for the Scripture you’ll be studying. �e Details give you 
background info for each book, �e Se�ing informs you what’s happening in and around the passage, and �e Main Point gives 
you an overview of how the passage will be used in the lesson.

•   What do we mean by “context”? In every ym360 Bible study lesson, you’ll notice we make a point to encourage you to provide the  
    context for the passages you study. By “context” we mean at the very least helping students know who wrote the book, when it was  
    wri�en, and why it was wri�en. 
•   What’s �e Big Deal? When we teach the Bible without giving context, students don’t get a “big picture” understanding of the story  
    of the Bible. But this view is vital to grasping the story of God’s plan of redemption for humankind. As you teach, use the Bible  
    Background to help summarize the context. 

The Details

•   Author: Ma�hew, a former tax collector, was a disciple of Jesus and a �rsthand witness to the stories he relates in his gospel. 
•   Time �ame: Most people hold to Ma�hew’s Gospel is wri�en in the late 50’s or 60’s AD, though there are some who think it was  
     wri�en a�er the destruction of the Temple in 70 AD. 
•   Purpose: Ma�hew was writing to a primarily Jewish audience to convince them that Jesus was indeed the long-awaited Messiah.  
     But he was probably aware of a Gentile audience, as his gospel makes the case that the saving truth of Christ is for all nations.

The Setting

At this point in Ma�hew’s Gospel, Jesus is in the early part of His earthly ministry. He is just a chapter or so removed from the Sermon 
on the Mount. And in the passages surrounding this passage, Ma�hew is showing us a mix of Jesus’ early miracles, teachings, and 
healings. In the midst of this, we get a personal glimpse of an observation Jesus shares with His disciples. 

The Main Point

�e main point in this lesson is to focus on two aspects of Jesus’ remarks to His disciples: the compassion He had for the lost, and His 
recognition of the Gospel as the solution to their predicament. �is lesson will help your students focus on compassion for the lost, as 
much as it focuses on the expectation to share their faith. Sharing their faith out of obligation leads to a dead-end. Our sinful nature 
will always keep us from following through. Sharing their faith out of a recognition of the fate that awaits those who are separated from 
Christ is a much more compelling motivator. �is lesson will challenge students to embrace this dual aspect of their identity. 

 
Lesson Plan

�e Lesson Plan contains three elements: An introductory activity called �e Lead In; the Bible study section called �e Main 
Event; an application-focused segment called �e Last Word.

The Lead-In

•   Goal: To help students begin to think about the idea of communicating e�ectively.
•   Set-Up: Paper, pens, and blindfolds. (One student in every group is going to be blindfolded for this activity.)

FIRST, have students divide themselves into groups of 3. Explain that once they have found their teams, each team must gather 
one piece of paper, a pen, and a blindfold. Ask the students to draw a large tic-tac-toe board on a piece of paper. �en explain that 
one member of their group is going to be playing tic-tac-toe wearing the blindfold, while another will not. �e good news is that 
the blindfolded player will have help. �e third member of each group will talk to them about what is happening on the board and 
where they should draw their X or O. �e only catch? �ey can only help by giving verbal directions. No touching! 

AFTER explaining the rules, ask students to decide within their groups who will be doing what. (If there is an odd group of four, 
allow that group to blindfold both players. �e two non-blindfolded students can each be directors.) Once students have picked 
the regular player, the blindfolded player, and the helper, they can begin playing!
�is activity does not take very long, so if your group has time, students may want to play again with di�erent people in di�erent 
roles. 

FINALLY, when students have �nished, ask a few of these questions: 

•   What was the most di�cult part of this activity?
      Answers will vary, but may sound like “giving clear instructions about where they could draw the X or O”

•   Why is it di�cult sometimes to explain what others are not able to see for themselves?
      Answers will vary

•   What do you think worked best for the directors?
      Answers will vary, but could include “patience, clarity, kind or direct language”

If there are no remaining questions or comments from your students, it is time to transition to �e Main Event. 

The Main Event

•   Goal: To help your students understand that their identity as Christ-followers means they are Jesus’ answer to bringing the       
      message of the Gospel to the hurting and the lost.
•   Set-Up: None needed.

FIRST, explain that this is the last lesson in the four-week look at identity. As you’ve done in the past few lessons, take some time 
to review what you’ve covered up to this point. Use the following bullet points as a guide:

•   Lesson 1: Jesus called us to be salt and light in the world, pointing people toward God.
•   Lesson 2: To be great in God’s eyes you must humbly serve others, pu�ing their needs above your own.
•   Lesson 3: To live a fruitful life on mission for God, we must stay connected to Him, like a branch connects to a vine.

Ask if this has been a meaningful study to students, and if they have learned anything new about their identity, or if they have been 
challenged to change the way they live their day-to-day lives.

THEN, explain that you’re going to start today’s look at what Jesus had to say about our identity by looking at the Gospel of 
Ma�hew. Instruct students to turn to Ma�hew 9. While students are looking, make sure you take a few moments to provide the 
context for the passage using the Bible Background. Pay close a�ention to the Se�ing. Summarize it for your students so that they 
grasp exactly when this passage of Scripture occurs in Jesus’ ministry.

NEXT, read or have a student read Ma�hew 9:35-38. �en, lead students in a short discussion. Ask something similar to the 
following:

•   In verse 35, we see a pre�y good picture of what Jesus’ mission on earth was all about. What do we see Jesus doing?
     Answer: teaching in the synagogues; preaching the good news of the Kingdom; healing every disease and sickness.

•   Put yourself in the place of Jesus’ original audience. What do these actions say about Jesus’ identity? Why?
     Answer: �ese things speak to Jesus’ identity as the Son of God. Why? Because no one but the Son of God  could do these  
      things. Jesus’ teachings and healings speak to His authority. 

•   Now, look at verse 36. Who does Jesus have compassion on?
     Answer: �e crowds.
•   Let’s think about this for a second: Why were there crowds always following Jesus?
     Answer: Help students see that there were a few reasons for the crowds that gathered around Jesus, some right and some     
      wrong. Some people believed in Jesus and came to Him for healing or teaching. Others were more interested in the spectacle,  
      almost coming at it from an entertainment perspective where they could see something they’d never seen. And still others, such  
      as the Pharisees, believed Jesus was an imposter, or were at least threatened by the true message of grace and humility He          
      preached.

•   So, when Jesus said that He had compassion on these people, it’s pre�y cool to think that He would have had  
     compassion on people who were both supportive of Him and His mission, and those who were against it.        
     What does this say to us today about whom we should show compassion to?
     Answer:  Not just those who are our friends, or who are like us. We should show compassion to all people, regardless of how  
     easy or hard it is.

•   Why did Ma�hew give as the reason for the compassion Jesus had on them? 
     Answer:  �ey were harassed and helpless, like sheep without a shepherd.

Explain to students that Jesus was probably speaking to the current state of religious leadership under whom the 
people lived. �e leading religious establishment, particularly the Pharisees and Sadducees, had turned the 
goodness of God’s Law into a burdensome, restrictive, cold set of rules to be followed. Jesus saw that in this 
environment, the people had been robbed of most of the joy of a relationship with God. Part of Jesus’ mission 
was to change this. 

THEN, make sure students are good with the discussion so far before driving home the key point of the passage. Instruct students 
to focus on verses 37 and 38. Ask them something similar to the following:

•   As we mentioned in the last lesson, Jesus spoke in terms His audience could understand. What word-picture  
     is Jesus using here, and what does it mean?

     Answer: Jesus is playing on the idea of harvesting a ripe crop. Jesus equates the crowds with the crop and the disciples with the    
     workers who would harvest the crop.

•   OK, let’s unpack this a li�le bit. We know that Jesus had been preaching the Gospel, the “good news” of the  
     Kingdom of God. Just to get on the same page, what do we mean by “the Gospel”? What is the good news   
     Jesus preached?
     Answer: �at Jesus was the Messiah, the promised Son of God, come to take away the sins of the world through His sacri�ce  
     on the cross.

•   �is is Jesus’ message and mission, the reason why He came to earth. Keep that in mind. Now we know Jesus  
     has identi�ed the misguided religious establishment as the source of people’s frustration. Knowing what we     
     know, what do you think Jesus wants His followers (the workers heading to the harvest) to go do to relieve the  
     people’s burden? What is the solution?
     Answer: Jesus wants His followers to share the message of the Gospel with the lost and needy in the world. 

•   Let’s drive this whole metaphor home. Harvesting a crop is the picture of gathering up the crop at the     
     moment it is perfectly ready to be gathered. How is sharing the Gospel with the lost like gathering up a ripe  
     crop?
     Answer: Because when people come to Christ through faith a�er hearing the Gospel, it is as if they are being gathered up into  
     God’s Kingdom. �rough the power of the Holy Spirit, those who hear the Gospel and believe have “ripened” to the point they  
     are ready to embrace salvation.
Make sure students understand the signi�cance of what they just read. Say something like this:

•   When Jesus saw the needs of the people, what did He do? He turned to His followers and identi�ed them as 
the solution. �e same task extends to us. We are Jesus’ Plan A for reaching the world. God wants all people to 
come to faith in Him. And the primary way He has chosen to accomplish this is through me and you and every 
other believer. We are to be Jesus’ messengers of compassion. We are to be messengers of the Gospel. 

FINALLY, explain to students that the call to spread the Gospel is a central aspect of their identity as Christ-followers. �is is 
probably not news to them. And yet, remind them that most Christ-followers don’t actively share their faith. While there are a lot of 
reasons, the main one might be because we don’t share Jesus’ compassion. Say:

•   If we could see other people like Jesus sees them, if we could get past our own sel�shness and the walls other 
people build around them, we might be more willing to share the Gospel. Sensing people’s great needs and 
knowing we have the ultimate solution is di�erent from sharing our faith out of obligation. 

Take a second and read Paul’s words to the Colossians from Colossians 3:1. Emphasize Paul’s command to clothe ourselves with 
compassion. Explain to students that compassionate love for the lost and the needy is the motivation for sharing the good news of 
the Gospel. �is was Jesus’ motivation. And it should be ours. 

Make sure students don’t have any questions, then transition into the Last Word. 

The Last Word

•   Goal: To help students commit to being more invested in being messengers of the Gospel to those who most need it.
•   Set-Up: You might want to provide some music to play in the background of your time of prayer.

FIRST, encourage students that this has been a great last few weeks of learning and growing together. Praise their participation 
and engagement. �en explain that this is the �nal time in the course of studying Jesus and identity that you will be challenging 
them to put what they’ve just learned to work on their lives.  

NEXT, inform students that you’re going to provide a time for them to get alone with God for a few moments and talk with 
Him about His expectation that they would be useful �eld workers in His harvest. Help them see that this is a good opportunity 
to grab some alone time with God where nothing is pulling on their a�ention. Explain that you’re going to give them a frame-
work to get them started. 

THEN, instruct students to think of one or two people in their lives who do not have a saving relationship with Jesus. Allow 
them a moment to visualize these people. Explain to them that when you tell them to, you want them to spread out around the 
space in which you’re meeting. �ey are to talk with God in prayer about this person, or people. But, explain that you want them 
to ask God something speci�c about this person. Say:

•   I want you to go to God in prayer for this person, speci�cally asking God that He would make you feel 
compassion for the needs of this person. Ask God to help you see the brokenness of this person, and to feel 
compassion for his or her separation from God. Close your prayer by asking God to give you the strength to 
follow through with talking to him or her about the di�erence Christ has made in your life. 

NEXT, allow students a few minutes to pray by themselves. If you have some music to play in the background, this isn’t a bad 
idea at all. A�er a few minutes, close the time of prayer by praying aloud for the students.
FINALLY, remind students that there are opportunities to be messengers of the Gospel all day long, all around them. Remind 
them that it’s not the opportunity that they need to pray for; it’s the strength to follow through once the opportunity arises. 
Encourage them to seek out God as the source of their strength. Challenge them to commit to using more of themselves to bring 
the message of Jesus’ good news to the world. 

•   Don’t forget to distribute devotions 10-12 to your students this week. If you’re printing them, have them available for students 
as you wrap up class. If you’re texting a link, posting them on social media, or some other means of electronic distribution, make 
sure you inform students of when they will be receiving them.



WEEK 4: LESSON PLAN

Lesson 4: WORK TO DO

WHAT WE WANT STUDENTS TO LEARN: �eir identity as Christ-followers means they are Jesus’ answer to 
bringing the message of the Gospel to the hurting and the lost.

WHAT WE WANT STUDENTS TO DO WITH WHAT THEY’VE LEARNED: To commit to being more 
invested in being messengers of the Gospel to those who most need it.

Scripture Focus: Ma�hew 9:35-38

Supporting Scripture: Colossians 3:12  

OVERVIEW: Part of being a Christ-follower is realizing that we are God’s vehicle for sharing the Gospel message with the 
world. �e Church (which means you and your students) are Jesus’ Plan A, which, when you think about it, is an awesome 
responsibility. As a Christ-follower, part of your students’ identity is to share the Gospel in their actions and in their words. And 
yet, this is a great challenge for so many of our students. While there are many factors that contribute to this, there is one that 
seems to be most overlooked: compassion. Jesus didn’t share the message of the Kingdom or heal people out of obligation. He 
did so out of compassion. He was heartbroken at the people’s predicament. Part of our students’ identity as Christ-followers is 
developing the compassion of Christ, and acting on it to see people come to know Jesus. �is lesson will challenge them to do 
just that.
 

Teacher Prep Video
�e Jesus And Identity Teacher Prep Videos are short videos designed to help you grasp the main points of the lessons as you 
prepare to teach.

To access your “Jesus And Identity Lesson 4 Teacher Prep Video,” click on the URL below.
•   h�ps://youthministry360.com/jesus-and-identity-teacher-prep

 
Bible Background

�e Bible Background is designed to help you provide some context for the Scripture you’ll be studying. �e Details give you 
background info for each book, �e Se�ing informs you what’s happening in and around the passage, and �e Main Point gives 
you an overview of how the passage will be used in the lesson.

•   What do we mean by “context”? In every ym360 Bible study lesson, you’ll notice we make a point to encourage you to provide the  
    context for the passages you study. By “context” we mean at the very least helping students know who wrote the book, when it was  
    wri�en, and why it was wri�en. 
•   What’s �e Big Deal? When we teach the Bible without giving context, students don’t get a “big picture” understanding of the story  
    of the Bible. But this view is vital to grasping the story of God’s plan of redemption for humankind. As you teach, use the Bible  
    Background to help summarize the context. 

The Details

•   Author: Ma�hew, a former tax collector, was a disciple of Jesus and a �rsthand witness to the stories he relates in his gospel. 
•   Time �ame: Most people hold to Ma�hew’s Gospel is wri�en in the late 50’s or 60’s AD, though there are some who think it was  
     wri�en a�er the destruction of the Temple in 70 AD. 
•   Purpose: Ma�hew was writing to a primarily Jewish audience to convince them that Jesus was indeed the long-awaited Messiah.  
     But he was probably aware of a Gentile audience, as his gospel makes the case that the saving truth of Christ is for all nations.

The Setting

At this point in Ma�hew’s Gospel, Jesus is in the early part of His earthly ministry. He is just a chapter or so removed from the Sermon 
on the Mount. And in the passages surrounding this passage, Ma�hew is showing us a mix of Jesus’ early miracles, teachings, and 
healings. In the midst of this, we get a personal glimpse of an observation Jesus shares with His disciples. 

The Main Point

�e main point in this lesson is to focus on two aspects of Jesus’ remarks to His disciples: the compassion He had for the lost, and His 
recognition of the Gospel as the solution to their predicament. �is lesson will help your students focus on compassion for the lost, as 
much as it focuses on the expectation to share their faith. Sharing their faith out of obligation leads to a dead-end. Our sinful nature 
will always keep us from following through. Sharing their faith out of a recognition of the fate that awaits those who are separated from 
Christ is a much more compelling motivator. �is lesson will challenge students to embrace this dual aspect of their identity. 

 
Lesson Plan

�e Lesson Plan contains three elements: An introductory activity called �e Lead In; the Bible study section called �e Main 
Event; an application-focused segment called �e Last Word.

The Lead-In

•   Goal: To help students begin to think about the idea of communicating e�ectively.
•   Set-Up: Paper, pens, and blindfolds. (One student in every group is going to be blindfolded for this activity.)

FIRST, have students divide themselves into groups of 3. Explain that once they have found their teams, each team must gather 
one piece of paper, a pen, and a blindfold. Ask the students to draw a large tic-tac-toe board on a piece of paper. �en explain that 
one member of their group is going to be playing tic-tac-toe wearing the blindfold, while another will not. �e good news is that 
the blindfolded player will have help. �e third member of each group will talk to them about what is happening on the board and 
where they should draw their X or O. �e only catch? �ey can only help by giving verbal directions. No touching! 

AFTER explaining the rules, ask students to decide within their groups who will be doing what. (If there is an odd group of four, 
allow that group to blindfold both players. �e two non-blindfolded students can each be directors.) Once students have picked 
the regular player, the blindfolded player, and the helper, they can begin playing!
�is activity does not take very long, so if your group has time, students may want to play again with di�erent people in di�erent 
roles. 

FINALLY, when students have �nished, ask a few of these questions: 

•   What was the most di�cult part of this activity?
      Answers will vary, but may sound like “giving clear instructions about where they could draw the X or O”

•   Why is it di�cult sometimes to explain what others are not able to see for themselves?
      Answers will vary

•   What do you think worked best for the directors?
      Answers will vary, but could include “patience, clarity, kind or direct language”

If there are no remaining questions or comments from your students, it is time to transition to �e Main Event. 

The Main Event

•   Goal: To help your students understand that their identity as Christ-followers means they are Jesus’ answer to bringing the       
      message of the Gospel to the hurting and the lost.
•   Set-Up: None needed.

FIRST, explain that this is the last lesson in the four-week look at identity. As you’ve done in the past few lessons, take some time 
to review what you’ve covered up to this point. Use the following bullet points as a guide:

•   Lesson 1: Jesus called us to be salt and light in the world, pointing people toward God.
•   Lesson 2: To be great in God’s eyes you must humbly serve others, pu�ing their needs above your own.
•   Lesson 3: To live a fruitful life on mission for God, we must stay connected to Him, like a branch connects to a vine.

Ask if this has been a meaningful study to students, and if they have learned anything new about their identity, or if they have been 
challenged to change the way they live their day-to-day lives.

THEN, explain that you’re going to start today’s look at what Jesus had to say about our identity by looking at the Gospel of 
Ma�hew. Instruct students to turn to Ma�hew 9. While students are looking, make sure you take a few moments to provide the 
context for the passage using the Bible Background. Pay close a�ention to the Se�ing. Summarize it for your students so that they 
grasp exactly when this passage of Scripture occurs in Jesus’ ministry.

NEXT, read or have a student read Ma�hew 9:35-38. �en, lead students in a short discussion. Ask something similar to the 
following:

•   In verse 35, we see a pre�y good picture of what Jesus’ mission on earth was all about. What do we see Jesus doing?
     Answer: teaching in the synagogues; preaching the good news of the Kingdom; healing every disease and sickness.

•   Put yourself in the place of Jesus’ original audience. What do these actions say about Jesus’ identity? Why?
     Answer: �ese things speak to Jesus’ identity as the Son of God. Why? Because no one but the Son of God  could do these  
      things. Jesus’ teachings and healings speak to His authority. 

•   Now, look at verse 36. Who does Jesus have compassion on?
     Answer: �e crowds.
•   Let’s think about this for a second: Why were there crowds always following Jesus?
     Answer: Help students see that there were a few reasons for the crowds that gathered around Jesus, some right and some     
      wrong. Some people believed in Jesus and came to Him for healing or teaching. Others were more interested in the spectacle,  
      almost coming at it from an entertainment perspective where they could see something they’d never seen. And still others, such  
      as the Pharisees, believed Jesus was an imposter, or were at least threatened by the true message of grace and humility He          
      preached.

•   So, when Jesus said that He had compassion on these people, it’s pre�y cool to think that He would have had  
     compassion on people who were both supportive of Him and His mission, and those who were against it.        
     What does this say to us today about whom we should show compassion to?
     Answer:  Not just those who are our friends, or who are like us. We should show compassion to all people, regardless of how  
     easy or hard it is.

•   Why did Ma�hew give as the reason for the compassion Jesus had on them? 
     Answer:  �ey were harassed and helpless, like sheep without a shepherd.

Explain to students that Jesus was probably speaking to the current state of religious leadership under whom the 
people lived. �e leading religious establishment, particularly the Pharisees and Sadducees, had turned the 
goodness of God’s Law into a burdensome, restrictive, cold set of rules to be followed. Jesus saw that in this 
environment, the people had been robbed of most of the joy of a relationship with God. Part of Jesus’ mission 
was to change this. 

THEN, make sure students are good with the discussion so far before driving home the key point of the passage. Instruct students 
to focus on verses 37 and 38. Ask them something similar to the following:

•   As we mentioned in the last lesson, Jesus spoke in terms His audience could understand. What word-picture  
     is Jesus using here, and what does it mean?

     Answer: Jesus is playing on the idea of harvesting a ripe crop. Jesus equates the crowds with the crop and the disciples with the    
     workers who would harvest the crop.

•   OK, let’s unpack this a li�le bit. We know that Jesus had been preaching the Gospel, the “good news” of the  
     Kingdom of God. Just to get on the same page, what do we mean by “the Gospel”? What is the good news   
     Jesus preached?
     Answer: �at Jesus was the Messiah, the promised Son of God, come to take away the sins of the world through His sacri�ce  
     on the cross.

•   �is is Jesus’ message and mission, the reason why He came to earth. Keep that in mind. Now we know Jesus  
     has identi�ed the misguided religious establishment as the source of people’s frustration. Knowing what we     
     know, what do you think Jesus wants His followers (the workers heading to the harvest) to go do to relieve the  
     people’s burden? What is the solution?
     Answer: Jesus wants His followers to share the message of the Gospel with the lost and needy in the world. 

•   Let’s drive this whole metaphor home. Harvesting a crop is the picture of gathering up the crop at the     
     moment it is perfectly ready to be gathered. How is sharing the Gospel with the lost like gathering up a ripe  
     crop?
     Answer: Because when people come to Christ through faith a�er hearing the Gospel, it is as if they are being gathered up into  
     God’s Kingdom. �rough the power of the Holy Spirit, those who hear the Gospel and believe have “ripened” to the point they  
     are ready to embrace salvation.
Make sure students understand the signi�cance of what they just read. Say something like this:

•   When Jesus saw the needs of the people, what did He do? He turned to His followers and identi�ed them as 
the solution. �e same task extends to us. We are Jesus’ Plan A for reaching the world. God wants all people to 
come to faith in Him. And the primary way He has chosen to accomplish this is through me and you and every 
other believer. We are to be Jesus’ messengers of compassion. We are to be messengers of the Gospel. 

FINALLY, explain to students that the call to spread the Gospel is a central aspect of their identity as Christ-followers. �is is 
probably not news to them. And yet, remind them that most Christ-followers don’t actively share their faith. While there are a lot of 
reasons, the main one might be because we don’t share Jesus’ compassion. Say:

•   If we could see other people like Jesus sees them, if we could get past our own sel�shness and the walls other 
people build around them, we might be more willing to share the Gospel. Sensing people’s great needs and 
knowing we have the ultimate solution is di�erent from sharing our faith out of obligation. 

Take a second and read Paul’s words to the Colossians from Colossians 3:1. Emphasize Paul’s command to clothe ourselves with 
compassion. Explain to students that compassionate love for the lost and the needy is the motivation for sharing the good news of 
the Gospel. �is was Jesus’ motivation. And it should be ours. 

Make sure students don’t have any questions, then transition into the Last Word. 

The Last Word

•   Goal: To help students commit to being more invested in being messengers of the Gospel to those who most need it.
•   Set-Up: You might want to provide some music to play in the background of your time of prayer.

FIRST, encourage students that this has been a great last few weeks of learning and growing together. Praise their participation 
and engagement. �en explain that this is the �nal time in the course of studying Jesus and identity that you will be challenging 
them to put what they’ve just learned to work on their lives.  

NEXT, inform students that you’re going to provide a time for them to get alone with God for a few moments and talk with 
Him about His expectation that they would be useful �eld workers in His harvest. Help them see that this is a good opportunity 
to grab some alone time with God where nothing is pulling on their a�ention. Explain that you’re going to give them a frame-
work to get them started. 

THEN, instruct students to think of one or two people in their lives who do not have a saving relationship with Jesus. Allow 
them a moment to visualize these people. Explain to them that when you tell them to, you want them to spread out around the 
space in which you’re meeting. �ey are to talk with God in prayer about this person, or people. But, explain that you want them 
to ask God something speci�c about this person. Say:

•   I want you to go to God in prayer for this person, speci�cally asking God that He would make you feel 
compassion for the needs of this person. Ask God to help you see the brokenness of this person, and to feel 
compassion for his or her separation from God. Close your prayer by asking God to give you the strength to 
follow through with talking to him or her about the di�erence Christ has made in your life. 

NEXT, allow students a few minutes to pray by themselves. If you have some music to play in the background, this isn’t a bad 
idea at all. A�er a few minutes, close the time of prayer by praying aloud for the students.
FINALLY, remind students that there are opportunities to be messengers of the Gospel all day long, all around them. Remind 
them that it’s not the opportunity that they need to pray for; it’s the strength to follow through once the opportunity arises. 
Encourage them to seek out God as the source of their strength. Challenge them to commit to using more of themselves to bring 
the message of Jesus’ good news to the world. 

•   Don’t forget to distribute devotions 10-12 to your students this week. If you’re printing them, have them available for students 
as you wrap up class. If you’re texting a link, posting them on social media, or some other means of electronic distribution, make 
sure you inform students of when they will be receiving them.



WEEK 4: LESSON PLAN

Lesson 4: WORK TO DO

WHAT WE WANT STUDENTS TO LEARN: �eir identity as Christ-followers means they are Jesus’ answer to 
bringing the message of the Gospel to the hurting and the lost.

WHAT WE WANT STUDENTS TO DO WITH WHAT THEY’VE LEARNED: To commit to being more 
invested in being messengers of the Gospel to those who most need it.

Scripture Focus: Ma�hew 9:35-38

Supporting Scripture: Colossians 3:12  

OVERVIEW: Part of being a Christ-follower is realizing that we are God’s vehicle for sharing the Gospel message with the 
world. �e Church (which means you and your students) are Jesus’ Plan A, which, when you think about it, is an awesome 
responsibility. As a Christ-follower, part of your students’ identity is to share the Gospel in their actions and in their words. And 
yet, this is a great challenge for so many of our students. While there are many factors that contribute to this, there is one that 
seems to be most overlooked: compassion. Jesus didn’t share the message of the Kingdom or heal people out of obligation. He 
did so out of compassion. He was heartbroken at the people’s predicament. Part of our students’ identity as Christ-followers is 
developing the compassion of Christ, and acting on it to see people come to know Jesus. �is lesson will challenge them to do 
just that.
 

Teacher Prep Video
�e Jesus And Identity Teacher Prep Videos are short videos designed to help you grasp the main points of the lessons as you 
prepare to teach.

To access your “Jesus And Identity Lesson 4 Teacher Prep Video,” click on the URL below.
•   h�ps://youthministry360.com/jesus-and-identity-teacher-prep

 
Bible Background

�e Bible Background is designed to help you provide some context for the Scripture you’ll be studying. �e Details give you 
background info for each book, �e Se�ing informs you what’s happening in and around the passage, and �e Main Point gives 
you an overview of how the passage will be used in the lesson.

•   What do we mean by “context”? In every ym360 Bible study lesson, you’ll notice we make a point to encourage you to provide the  
    context for the passages you study. By “context” we mean at the very least helping students know who wrote the book, when it was  
    wri�en, and why it was wri�en. 
•   What’s �e Big Deal? When we teach the Bible without giving context, students don’t get a “big picture” understanding of the story  
    of the Bible. But this view is vital to grasping the story of God’s plan of redemption for humankind. As you teach, use the Bible  
    Background to help summarize the context. 

The Details

•   Author: Ma�hew, a former tax collector, was a disciple of Jesus and a �rsthand witness to the stories he relates in his gospel. 
•   Time �ame: Most people hold to Ma�hew’s Gospel is wri�en in the late 50’s or 60’s AD, though there are some who think it was  
     wri�en a�er the destruction of the Temple in 70 AD. 
•   Purpose: Ma�hew was writing to a primarily Jewish audience to convince them that Jesus was indeed the long-awaited Messiah.  
     But he was probably aware of a Gentile audience, as his gospel makes the case that the saving truth of Christ is for all nations.

The Setting

At this point in Ma�hew’s Gospel, Jesus is in the early part of His earthly ministry. He is just a chapter or so removed from the Sermon 
on the Mount. And in the passages surrounding this passage, Ma�hew is showing us a mix of Jesus’ early miracles, teachings, and 
healings. In the midst of this, we get a personal glimpse of an observation Jesus shares with His disciples. 

The Main Point

�e main point in this lesson is to focus on two aspects of Jesus’ remarks to His disciples: the compassion He had for the lost, and His 
recognition of the Gospel as the solution to their predicament. �is lesson will help your students focus on compassion for the lost, as 
much as it focuses on the expectation to share their faith. Sharing their faith out of obligation leads to a dead-end. Our sinful nature 
will always keep us from following through. Sharing their faith out of a recognition of the fate that awaits those who are separated from 
Christ is a much more compelling motivator. �is lesson will challenge students to embrace this dual aspect of their identity. 

 
Lesson Plan

�e Lesson Plan contains three elements: An introductory activity called �e Lead In; the Bible study section called �e Main 
Event; an application-focused segment called �e Last Word.

The Lead-In

•   Goal: To help students begin to think about the idea of communicating e�ectively.
•   Set-Up: Paper, pens, and blindfolds. (One student in every group is going to be blindfolded for this activity.)

FIRST, have students divide themselves into groups of 3. Explain that once they have found their teams, each team must gather 
one piece of paper, a pen, and a blindfold. Ask the students to draw a large tic-tac-toe board on a piece of paper. �en explain that 
one member of their group is going to be playing tic-tac-toe wearing the blindfold, while another will not. �e good news is that 
the blindfolded player will have help. �e third member of each group will talk to them about what is happening on the board and 
where they should draw their X or O. �e only catch? �ey can only help by giving verbal directions. No touching! 

AFTER explaining the rules, ask students to decide within their groups who will be doing what. (If there is an odd group of four, 
allow that group to blindfold both players. �e two non-blindfolded students can each be directors.) Once students have picked 
the regular player, the blindfolded player, and the helper, they can begin playing!
�is activity does not take very long, so if your group has time, students may want to play again with di�erent people in di�erent 
roles. 

FINALLY, when students have �nished, ask a few of these questions: 

•   What was the most di�cult part of this activity?
      Answers will vary, but may sound like “giving clear instructions about where they could draw the X or O”

•   Why is it di�cult sometimes to explain what others are not able to see for themselves?
      Answers will vary

•   What do you think worked best for the directors?
      Answers will vary, but could include “patience, clarity, kind or direct language”

If there are no remaining questions or comments from your students, it is time to transition to �e Main Event. 

The Main Event

•   Goal: To help your students understand that their identity as Christ-followers means they are Jesus’ answer to bringing the       
      message of the Gospel to the hurting and the lost.
•   Set-Up: None needed.

FIRST, explain that this is the last lesson in the four-week look at identity. As you’ve done in the past few lessons, take some time 
to review what you’ve covered up to this point. Use the following bullet points as a guide:

•   Lesson 1: Jesus called us to be salt and light in the world, pointing people toward God.
•   Lesson 2: To be great in God’s eyes you must humbly serve others, pu�ing their needs above your own.
•   Lesson 3: To live a fruitful life on mission for God, we must stay connected to Him, like a branch connects to a vine.

Ask if this has been a meaningful study to students, and if they have learned anything new about their identity, or if they have been 
challenged to change the way they live their day-to-day lives.

THEN, explain that you’re going to start today’s look at what Jesus had to say about our identity by looking at the Gospel of 
Ma�hew. Instruct students to turn to Ma�hew 9. While students are looking, make sure you take a few moments to provide the 
context for the passage using the Bible Background. Pay close a�ention to the Se�ing. Summarize it for your students so that they 
grasp exactly when this passage of Scripture occurs in Jesus’ ministry.

NEXT, read or have a student read Ma�hew 9:35-38. �en, lead students in a short discussion. Ask something similar to the 
following:

•   In verse 35, we see a pre�y good picture of what Jesus’ mission on earth was all about. What do we see Jesus doing?
     Answer: teaching in the synagogues; preaching the good news of the Kingdom; healing every disease and sickness.

•   Put yourself in the place of Jesus’ original audience. What do these actions say about Jesus’ identity? Why?
     Answer: �ese things speak to Jesus’ identity as the Son of God. Why? Because no one but the Son of God  could do these  
      things. Jesus’ teachings and healings speak to His authority. 

•   Now, look at verse 36. Who does Jesus have compassion on?
     Answer: �e crowds.
•   Let’s think about this for a second: Why were there crowds always following Jesus?
     Answer: Help students see that there were a few reasons for the crowds that gathered around Jesus, some right and some     
      wrong. Some people believed in Jesus and came to Him for healing or teaching. Others were more interested in the spectacle,  
      almost coming at it from an entertainment perspective where they could see something they’d never seen. And still others, such  
      as the Pharisees, believed Jesus was an imposter, or were at least threatened by the true message of grace and humility He          
      preached.

•   So, when Jesus said that He had compassion on these people, it’s pre�y cool to think that He would have had  
     compassion on people who were both supportive of Him and His mission, and those who were against it.        
     What does this say to us today about whom we should show compassion to?
     Answer:  Not just those who are our friends, or who are like us. We should show compassion to all people, regardless of how  
     easy or hard it is.

•   Why did Ma�hew give as the reason for the compassion Jesus had on them? 
     Answer:  �ey were harassed and helpless, like sheep without a shepherd.

Explain to students that Jesus was probably speaking to the current state of religious leadership under whom the 
people lived. �e leading religious establishment, particularly the Pharisees and Sadducees, had turned the 
goodness of God’s Law into a burdensome, restrictive, cold set of rules to be followed. Jesus saw that in this 
environment, the people had been robbed of most of the joy of a relationship with God. Part of Jesus’ mission 
was to change this. 

THEN, make sure students are good with the discussion so far before driving home the key point of the passage. Instruct students 
to focus on verses 37 and 38. Ask them something similar to the following:

•   As we mentioned in the last lesson, Jesus spoke in terms His audience could understand. What word-picture  
     is Jesus using here, and what does it mean?

     Answer: Jesus is playing on the idea of harvesting a ripe crop. Jesus equates the crowds with the crop and the disciples with the    
     workers who would harvest the crop.

•   OK, let’s unpack this a li�le bit. We know that Jesus had been preaching the Gospel, the “good news” of the  
     Kingdom of God. Just to get on the same page, what do we mean by “the Gospel”? What is the good news   
     Jesus preached?
     Answer: �at Jesus was the Messiah, the promised Son of God, come to take away the sins of the world through His sacri�ce  
     on the cross.

•   �is is Jesus’ message and mission, the reason why He came to earth. Keep that in mind. Now we know Jesus  
     has identi�ed the misguided religious establishment as the source of people’s frustration. Knowing what we     
     know, what do you think Jesus wants His followers (the workers heading to the harvest) to go do to relieve the  
     people’s burden? What is the solution?
     Answer: Jesus wants His followers to share the message of the Gospel with the lost and needy in the world. 

•   Let’s drive this whole metaphor home. Harvesting a crop is the picture of gathering up the crop at the     
     moment it is perfectly ready to be gathered. How is sharing the Gospel with the lost like gathering up a ripe  
     crop?
     Answer: Because when people come to Christ through faith a�er hearing the Gospel, it is as if they are being gathered up into  
     God’s Kingdom. �rough the power of the Holy Spirit, those who hear the Gospel and believe have “ripened” to the point they  
     are ready to embrace salvation.
Make sure students understand the signi�cance of what they just read. Say something like this:

•   When Jesus saw the needs of the people, what did He do? He turned to His followers and identi�ed them as 
the solution. �e same task extends to us. We are Jesus’ Plan A for reaching the world. God wants all people to 
come to faith in Him. And the primary way He has chosen to accomplish this is through me and you and every 
other believer. We are to be Jesus’ messengers of compassion. We are to be messengers of the Gospel. 

FINALLY, explain to students that the call to spread the Gospel is a central aspect of their identity as Christ-followers. �is is 
probably not news to them. And yet, remind them that most Christ-followers don’t actively share their faith. While there are a lot of 
reasons, the main one might be because we don’t share Jesus’ compassion. Say:

•   If we could see other people like Jesus sees them, if we could get past our own sel�shness and the walls other 
people build around them, we might be more willing to share the Gospel. Sensing people’s great needs and 
knowing we have the ultimate solution is di�erent from sharing our faith out of obligation. 

Take a second and read Paul’s words to the Colossians from Colossians 3:1. Emphasize Paul’s command to clothe ourselves with 
compassion. Explain to students that compassionate love for the lost and the needy is the motivation for sharing the good news of 
the Gospel. �is was Jesus’ motivation. And it should be ours. 

Make sure students don’t have any questions, then transition into the Last Word. 

The Last Word

•   Goal: To help students commit to being more invested in being messengers of the Gospel to those who most need it.
•   Set-Up: You might want to provide some music to play in the background of your time of prayer.

FIRST, encourage students that this has been a great last few weeks of learning and growing together. Praise their participation 
and engagement. �en explain that this is the �nal time in the course of studying Jesus and identity that you will be challenging 
them to put what they’ve just learned to work on their lives.  

NEXT, inform students that you’re going to provide a time for them to get alone with God for a few moments and talk with 
Him about His expectation that they would be useful �eld workers in His harvest. Help them see that this is a good opportunity 
to grab some alone time with God where nothing is pulling on their a�ention. Explain that you’re going to give them a frame-
work to get them started. 

THEN, instruct students to think of one or two people in their lives who do not have a saving relationship with Jesus. Allow 
them a moment to visualize these people. Explain to them that when you tell them to, you want them to spread out around the 
space in which you’re meeting. �ey are to talk with God in prayer about this person, or people. But, explain that you want them 
to ask God something speci�c about this person. Say:

•   I want you to go to God in prayer for this person, speci�cally asking God that He would make you feel 
compassion for the needs of this person. Ask God to help you see the brokenness of this person, and to feel 
compassion for his or her separation from God. Close your prayer by asking God to give you the strength to 
follow through with talking to him or her about the di�erence Christ has made in your life. 

NEXT, allow students a few minutes to pray by themselves. If you have some music to play in the background, this isn’t a bad 
idea at all. A�er a few minutes, close the time of prayer by praying aloud for the students.
FINALLY, remind students that there are opportunities to be messengers of the Gospel all day long, all around them. Remind 
them that it’s not the opportunity that they need to pray for; it’s the strength to follow through once the opportunity arises. 
Encourage them to seek out God as the source of their strength. Challenge them to commit to using more of themselves to bring 
the message of Jesus’ good news to the world. 

•   Don’t forget to distribute devotions 10-12 to your students this week. If you’re printing them, have them available for students 
as you wrap up class. If you’re texting a link, posting them on social media, or some other means of electronic distribution, make 
sure you inform students of when they will be receiving them.


